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Havasu Falls
I have a new “happy place” and it’s called Havasu Falls situated in the Havasupai
Indian Reservation at the bottom of the Grand Canyon National Park. Havasupai
means “people of the blue-green waters” and the beautiful oasis of running water falls
near their village is one of the most exclusive and beautiful sights I have ever seen.
For this excursion, the splendor had to be earned, as the village is not accessible by
road. The only way to get there is via helicopter, horseback, or trail hiking. My best
friend, Pete, and I opted for the 10 mile trail hike relying on our fitness to get us there
safely. He and I had hiked several U.S. national parks including Yosemite, Yellowstone,
Canyonlands, and the Arches in Utah, so we felt prepared to go on this adventure.
The beginning of the 10 mile hike was not bad as we were heading down on
switchback trails and our adrenal was alive. As we continued down the trail, which
was made up of jagged rocks, our will to endure was declining. Negotiating the tough
terrain involved a lot of stable footing and core balance strength. Wild horses and dogs would pass us by as if they knew exactly
where they were going. Around mile 6 we were wondering why we had not taken the helicopter.
When Pete and I reached mile 8 at the bottom of the canyon, we encountered the isolated community within the Havasupai Indian
Reservation. The Havasupai village included a general store, trading post, lodge, a small church, a school, and several farms. The
tribal people were very friendly and encouraged us to camp on their land. We were told that we only had two more miles of hiking
till we reached the elusive falls.
The two of us started off on the remainder of our journey and realized that the terrain had once again changed. We were now
walking through deep dry sand that you might find on a beach. With our shoes filling with sand, our backs sweating, and our legs
tired, we persisted on our hike. Just when we thought we could not continue, we heard the sound of rushing water. To our grand
surprise we looked up and saw the most beautiful color I have ever seen in nature. Pete and I embraced because once we spotted
the water all of our troubles melted away.
The falls are known for the natural pools that were created by mineralization. High concentration of calcium carbonate gives the
water its vivid blue-green color and forms natural travertine dams that are present across the falls. We spent the next 24 hours
swimming, playing, and staring in awe of the beauty that nature had created. Somehow the arduous journey made it all possible
and I immediately knew that I would do it all over again in a heartbeat. Today, when I’m stressed I try to think of my time with the
Havasu Falls. When I close my eyes I can visualize the blue-green waters of my “happy place” washing away my cares.
Thank you to all wellness champions who share their international travel stories!
Email askthepros@acispecialtybenefits.com to find out how you can be the next “Share Your Story” champion!

